Introduction
Linear delta modulation (LDM) is a causal, recursive analog-to-digital (and vice versa) technique of data compression. The engineering work devoted to LDM and its modification is covered in [14] . Some of the research in the mathematical treatment of LDM is found in [5] , [6] , [13] and [17] . I\rrther references e.g. to the works of T. Fine and J. Kiefer are found in [9] . This paper considers the LDM of a standard Wiener process (although some extensions are outlined). That this should be, in a certain sense, the proper way of tracking a time sampled Wiener process has been stated in [1] . Here The proof follows immediately by Proposition 2.2 in [4] in view of (2.5). In particular this means that (21,,f,t,)ps cannot be a martingale (sub- Prcof. In view of (3.7) a formal application of lto's difrerentiation rule yields (3.9) V (tr,1!1;icz1,-,,t;) -V (t;-r,.r,-,;c21,-,,t;) :
: [" vj (s,w";c21,-,,t;) Here E lv;(r,, siczt;-L,tn)]' : *rlr-
Given fi,-, the random variable ur" has a normal distribution JV(rpr,_r;s) a,nd [6] and [13] is another functional of the Wiener process rlt;-' : (u1rf,1) 0 < t < t;-1 , this proof is appropriately done as an application of Ma,lliavin's caJculus (in the form elaborated in [12] and [16] almost surely since Vj(t;-lruri-ri zt,-rrt;) ) 0 for every t.l as is seen by (3.11) .
Hence the probability law of F4(ra) possesses a density by Theorem 5.2 of [12] (c.f. Proposition 2.3.1. in [16] ).
